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### **Title: People of the Philippines v. Jimmy Evasco y Nugay**

### **Facts:**

This case involves the conviction of Jimmy Evasco y Nugay (hereafter Jimmy) for the murder
of Wilfredo Sasot. Accused alongside Ernesto Eclavia (hereafter Ernesto), the case was
initiated following an event on June 6, 2006, in Barangay Mambaling, Calauag, Quezon,
where Jimmy, armed with a stone, in alleged conspiracy with Ernesto, assaulted Wilfredo
Sasot resulting in his death due to fatal injuries inflicted upon him.

The prosecution based its case on the testimonies of Lorna Sasot (the victim’s wife), Joan
Fernandez (eyewitness), and Dr. Haidee T. Lim (the Municipal Health Officer of Calauag,
Quezon) which collectively painted a picture of a brutal assault on Wilfredo Sasot by the
accused resulting in Sasot’s death from cerebral infection secondary to mauling.

On the defense side,  Jimmy presented an alternate  narrative  of  the events  leading to
Wilfredo Sasot’s death during a drinking session. He denied involvement in the mauling and
attributed the altercation solely to Ernesto and Sasot.

The  Regional  Trial  Court  (RTC)  convicted  Jimmy,  finding  the  prosecution’s  witnesses
credible, denoting conspiracy between Jimmy and Ernesto, and recognizing the presence of
treachery and abuse of superior strength (excluding evident premeditation). On appeal, the
Court of Appeals affirmed the RTC’s judgment, albeit discounting treachery but maintaining
that murder was committed with abuse of superior strength.

### **Issues:**

1. Whether there was a conspiracy between Jimmy and Ernesto in committing the crime.
2. Whether the killing of Wilfredo Sasot was attended by the aggravating circumstance of
abuse of superior strength.
3. Whether the assault was committed with treachery.
4. Whether the crime committed was murder or homicide.

### **Court’s Decision:**

The Supreme Court found that there was indeed conspiracy between Jimmy and Ernesto in
attacking Wilfredo Sasot, established by their concerted actions leading up to and during
the assault on Sasot. The Court also reviewed if the crime was committed with an abuse of
superior strength and whether it constituted murder or homicide.
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Reversing the lower courts, the Supreme Court found no convincing evidence of a deliberate
use of superior strength or choice of assault method that notably ensured the assailants’
safety,  which  is  necessary  to  establish  abuse  of  superior  strength  or  treachery.
Consequently, the Supreme Court reclassified the crime as homicide instead of murder due
to the absence of qualifying circumstances that constitute murder under the Revised Penal
Code.

### **Doctrine:**

– **Conspiracy:** Exists when two or more persons agree to commit a felony and decide to
commit it, evidenced not just by direct proof but also through implied cooperation seen in
their concerted actions.
– **Abuse of Superior Strength:** Appreciated when there’s a gross disproportionality in
strength between the assailants and the victim, deliberately taken advantage of by the
attackers.
– **Treachery:** Requires the method of execution to ensure the executioner’s safety from
any defensive or retaliatory act of the victim.

### **Class Notes:**

– **Conspiracy**: When evaluating, look for concerted actions and a common design or
purpose among participants.
– **Abuse of Superior Strength**: Requires disproportionate force/means by the aggressors
which they consciously  took advantage of,  highlighting the necessity  of  examining the
situation of superiority.
– **Treachery**: Focus on the initiation and method of the attack, not on the mere outcome.
It necessitates that the attack method was consciously adopted to ensure success without
risk.
– **Reclassification to Homicide from Murder**: In the absence of qualifying circumstances
like treachery or abuse of superior strength, the crime may be reclassified, affecting the
appropriate penalties.

### **Historical Background:**

This  case highlights the Supreme Court’s  stringent standards for  classifying crimes as
murder,  particularly  focusing  on  the  nuanced  interpretation  and  application  of  legal
concepts such as conspiracy, treachery, and abuse of superior strength. It emphasizes the
judiciary’s  role in ensuring that  convictions and classifications of  crimes are based on
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concrete  and  substantiated  evidence  meeting  the  legal  definitions  and  requirements
provided in the law.


